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Light quark simulations with FLIC fermions
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Hadron masses are calculated in quenched lattice QCD in order to probe the scaling behavior of a novel fat-
link clover fermion action in which only the irrelevant operators of the fermion action are constructed using
APE-smeared links. Light quark masses corresponding to an mπ/mρ ratio of 0.35 are considered to assess the
exceptional configuration problem of clover-fermion actions. This Fat-Link Irrelevant Clover (FLIC) fermion
action provides scaling which is superior to mean-field improvement and offers advantages over nonperturbative
improvement, including reduced exceptional configurations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Sheikholeslami-Wohlert (clover) action [1]
is given by

SSW = SW − iCSWκr

2(u0)4
ψ̄(x)σµνFµνψ(x) , (1)

where SW is the standard Wilson action [2] and
CSW is the clover coefficient which can be tuned
to remove O(a) artifacts. Nonperturbative (NP)
O(a) improvement [3] tunes CSW to all powers
in g2 and displays excellent scaling, as shown by
Edwards et al [4].

However, the clover action is susceptible to
the problem of exceptional configurations as the
quark mass becomes small. In practice, this pre-
vents the use of coarse lattices (β < 5.7 ∼ a >
0.18 fm) [5,6]. Furthermore, the plaquette ver-
sion of Fµν , which is commonly used in Eq. (1),
has large O(a2) errors, which can lead to errors
of the order of 10% in the topological charge even
on very smooth configurations [7].

Initial studies [8] using a Fat-Link Irrelevant
Clover (FLIC) fermion action showed that, on
a lattice with a spacing corresponding to a2σ ∼
0.08, where σ is the string tension, it is possible to
achieve superior scaling to that using a mean-field
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improved clover action. Furthermore, it is com-
petitive with nonperturbatively improved clover
without having to fine tune the coefficients of ac-
tion improvement.

In this paper we expand on previous results
[8] by examining the scaling of FLIC fermions
at three different lattice spacings. We also in-
vestigate the problem of exceptional configura-
tions by presenting preliminary results of sim-
ulations at light quark masses corresponding to
mπ/mρ = 0.35.

2. GAUGE ACTION

The simulations are performed using a tree-
level O(a2)–Symanzik-improved [9] gauge action
on 123×24 and 163×32 lattices with lattice spac-
ings of 0.093, 0.122 and 0.165 fm determined from
the string tension with

√
σ = 440 MeV. A total of

200 configurations are used in the scaling analysis
at each lattice spacing and volume. In addition,
for the light quark simulations, 94 configurations
are used on a 203 × 40 lattice with a = 0.134 fm.
The error analysis is performed by a third-order,
single-elimination jackknife, with the χ2 per de-
gree of freedom (NDF) obtained via covariance
matrix fits.
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3. FERMION ACTION

Fat links [6,10] are created using APE smearing
[11] followed by a projection back to SU(3). We
repeat this procedure of smearing and projection
n times. Fat links are created by setting α =
0.7 and n = 4. Further details of FLIC fermion
actions can be found in Ref. [8]

As reported in Ref. [8], one finds that the pla-
quette measure u0 ≈ 1 for the fat links, so that
the mean-field improved coefficient for CSW is ex-
pected to be adequate. Also, one can now use
highly improved definitions of Fµν . In particu-
lar, we employ an O(a4) improved definition of
Fµν [12] in which the standard clover-sum of four
1× 1 Wilson loops lying in the µ, ν plane is com-
bined with 2×2 and 3×3 Wilson loop clovers. A
fixed boundary condition is used for the fermions
and gauge-invariant gaussian smearing [13] in the
spatial dimensions is applied at the source to in-
crease the overlap of the interpolating operators
with the ground states.

4. RESULTS

The scaling behavior of the various actions is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The present results for
the Wilson action agree with those of Ref. [4].
The FLIC action performs systematically better
than the mean-field improved clover, indicating
that only 4 sweeps of smearing, combined with
our O(a4) improved Fµν , provides excellent re-
sults, without the fine tuning of CSW in the NP
improvement program. The FLIC results also
compete well with those obtained with the NP-
improved clover fermion action.

The two different volumes used at a2σ ∼ 0.08
suggest a small finite volume effect, which in-
creases the mass for the smaller volume. Ex-
amination of points on the small and large vol-
umes separately indicates scaling consistent with
errors of O(a2). This contrasts with mean-field
improved results, where an extrapolation of the
vector meson mass linear in a2σ cannot accom-
modate the continuum limit estimate. These re-
sults indicate that FLIC fermions provide a new
form of nonperturbative O(a) improvement.

Previous work [8,14] has shown that the FLIC

Figure 1. Nucleon and vector meson masses for
the Wilson, NP-improved and FLIC actions ob-
tained by interpolating the results to mπ/mρ =
0.7. For the FLIC action (“FLIC4”), fat links
are constructed with n = 4 smearing sweeps at
α = 0.7. Results from the present simulations
are indicated by the solid symbols; those from
earlier simulations by open or hatched symbols.

fermion action has extremely impressive conver-
gence rates for matrix inversion, which provides
great promise for performing cost effective sim-
ulations at quark masses closer to the physical
values. Problems with exceptional configurations
have prevented such simulations in the past.

The ease with which one can invert the fermion
matrix using FLIC fermions leads us to attempt
simulations down to small quark masses corre-
sponding to mπ/mρ = 0.35. Previous attempts
with Wilson-type fermion actions have only suc-
ceeded in getting down to mπ/mρ = 0.47 [15].
The simulations are on a 203 × 40 lattice with a
physical length of 2.7 fm. We have used an initial
set of 94 configurations, using n = 6 sweeps of
smearing, and preliminary results indicate excep-
tional configurations at the 1% level [16]. Figure 2
shows the N and ∆ masses as a function of m2

π

for all eight masses considered. It is interesting
to note an upward curvature in the ∆ mass, in-
creasing the N − ∆ mass spitting for decreasing
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Figure 2. Nucleon and ∆ masses for the FLIC
action on a 203 × 40 lattice with a = 0.134 fm.
94 configurations were used and the fat links are
constructed with n = 6 smearing sweeps at α =
0.7.

quark mass. This behavior has been predicted by
Young et al [17].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated hadron masses to test the
scaling of a novel Fat-Link Irrelevant Clover
fermion action, in which only the irrelevant,
higher-dimension operators involve smeared links.
One of the main conclusions of this work is
that the use of fat links in the irrelevant op-
erators provides a new form of nonperturbative
O(a) improvement. This technique competes well
with O(a) nonperturbative improvement on mean
field-improved gluon configurations, with the ad-
vantage of a reduced exceptional configuration
problem.

Quenched simulations at quark masses down to
mπ/mρ = 0.35 have been successfully performed
on a 203 × 40 lattice with a lattice spacing of
0.134 fm. Simulations at such light quark masses
hold promise for revealing non-analytic behaviour
of quenched chiral perturbation theory.
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